the direction by the quaternion that will rotate the vector from the reference position, pointing in the straight-ahead direction, to the direction being represented. Quaternions have the form:
where q 0 is the quaternion's scalar component, which is equal to the cosine of half the angle of rotation:
The quaternion's vector component, q, lies on the axis about which the rotation occurs, n (a unit vector), its length is equal to the sine of half the angle of rotation: A unit vector pointing in any direction in 3-D (black arrow) may be obtained from a vector pointing in the primary position direction (gray arrow) by rotating the latter by an angle about an axis lying in the plane perpendicualr to primary position (dashed black arrow). If this rotation axis vector has a magnitude equal to θ θ, then the horizontal and vertical components define the components of the 2-D angle-vector representation of that direction. Eye position (orientation) involves not only gaze direction (black arrow) but the rotational component about gaze direction (indicated by the horizontal and vertical retinal meridians, the red cross). Eye position is obtained by rotating from primary position (gray arrow with upright red line meridians) about a rotation axis (dashed black arrow) that now does not necessarily lie in the plane perpendicular to primary direction. This rotation axis vector, given a length equal to θ, will in general have non-zero torsional as well as horizontal and vertical components (θ , (θ , θ ) θ , θ )., which define the 3-D angle-vector representation of eye position. 
Thus, the overall form of the quaternion is:
The vector component of the quaternion varies non-linearly with angle, θ, which is undesirable for graphical representations. However, a quaternion may be represented by an angle-vector, AV, which is scaled by the angle of rotation ( Figure 1A ):
where:
and the rotation angle may be obtained from the scalar component of the quaternion (2): 
In representing a direction in 3-D, the most direct rotation of a unit vector initially pointing in the straight-ahead direction will be about rotational axis, , that lies in the y-z n θ plane. Thus angle-vector representations of direction in 3-D will always have a zero torsional component, and may be represented as positions in 2-D (horizontal and vertical) angle-vector space. For example, the direction (position) of a target may be defined by: Note that the angle-vector representation is useful only in picturing orientation. The quaternion (1) associated with the orientation must be used to perform transformations. Anglevector and quaternions are related by (1-7).
Representing gaze as a direction in 3-D
Note that gaze orientation (i.e., eye orientation-in-space), is an orientation in 3-D with in general non-zero vertical, horizontal and torsional components, and must be represented by a quaternion (rather than a vector). Gaze direction, on the other hand, which defines the direction of regard (the arrow that points out of the eye towards whatever is being foveated), is a direction and may be represented by a unit vector. Gaze direction has only two degrees of freedom, and does not take into account the degree of freedom of eye rotation about the direction of regard.
The gaze direction unit vector may be obtained by rotating a unit vector initially pointing in the reference, straight-ahead direction by the quaternion representation of gaze orientation.
Note that the algebraic description of this that is given here works equally well for any direction, that is gaze or target direction (position) in 3-D.
If the reference unit vector points in the straight-ahead direction (along the positive xaxis) it will be:
Since quaternions multiply only with other quaternions, a 'scalar' component, having a zero value, must be added to this vector, the result, [0,V 0 ], having the four-component form similar to a quaternion. The rotation of the vector by a quaternion, q, is:
where V is the rotated 3-D unit vector, and q -1 is the inverse of the quaternion, which is:
Quaternion multiplication takes the form:
where the components of the product are defined by:
r = p 0 q + pq 0 + p×q and × and • represent the standard cross and dot products of vectors.
Thus gaze direction, Gd, may be obtained by rotating a unit vector pointing in the reference straight-ahead direction, V 0 , by the quaternion form of gaze orientation, q G :
Supplementary Materials
Performing transformations between reference frames
In order to perform regression fits of the neural activity in different reference frames, the spatial quantity must be transformed into the proper reference frame. The two spatial quantities examined in this study, visual target position, T, and final gaze direction, Gd f , represented by unit vectors in 3-D, may be transformed from the reference frame in which they are defined (which is lab frame, termed "space frame") into head frame, for example, by rotating by the inverse of the quaternion representing head orientation:
where T H and Gd f/H are the target position and final gaze direction in head frame, represented as 3-D unit vectors.
The rationale for this may be understood intuitively by imagining the position quantity as a point in 3-D space relative to a orthonormal coordinates system representing space frame. A second set of orthonormal coordinates (say head orientation) has the same origin as the first but is rotated in an arbitrary way relative to it. The position of the target relative to the second set of coordinates may be understood as removing the head orientation, that is by rotating the second set of coordinates along with the position point, until that set of coordinates is identical to the first set of coordinates. The position point relative to the coordinate system is now the target position in head frame.
A similar formula is used to convert target position and final gaze direction from space into eye frame, this time by rotating by the inverse of the initial gaze orientation:
Transforming into fixed-vector eye frame
Fixed-vector eye frame differs from the other frames we have used, in that it is reached by performing a translation in angle-vector space. (This is still a rotation in ordinary space, since angle-vectors represent directional quantities, but not a rotation about a fixed axis.) In this transformation, from the 2-D angle-vector representation of the direction in space frame is subtracted the initial gaze direction, again represented as a 2-D angle vector.
Converting between unit vectors, quaternions, and angle vectors
Given any gaze position or target direction represented as a unit vector, we can generate a quaternion of rotation that produces this vector from a unit vector in primary position (along the positive x-axis) through angle θ about an axis that lies in the y-z plane. If the components of the unit vector V are:
then, without showing the details of the derivation, the components of the quaternion that performs this rotation and which has a zero torsional component, are:
To convert this quaternion into an angle vector representation, simply apply the equations (5) to (7). To convert an angle vector into a quaternion, take the angle vector in the form:
and apply:
Intermediate reference frames

The algebra of intermediate reference frames in 3-D
A continuum of intermediate reference frames may be defined, anchored by two canonical reference frames (such as space and eye frame), may be defined by a parameter, α SE .
This parameter measures the fraction of rotation from the first frame towards the second. Thus in the space-to-eye frame continuum α SE = 0 corresponds to space frame, and α SE = 1.0 corresponds to eye frame. Parameter values beyond the interval zero-to-one define frames that lie beyond these two frames.
To rotate either a target position or gaze direction into any intermediate reference frame, begin with that 2-D direction in one of the canonical reference frames that anchor the continuum.
For example, gaze direction in space frame. The quaternion representing the rotation from space to the second canonical frame defining the continuum, in this case eye frame, q SE , is calculated, as was detailed in the previous section. To calculate the quaternion that will rotate from space frame to any intermediate frame defined by a certain α SE value, one merely modifies the formula for the quaternion given in (4) by this value: Figure 2A shows actual data from a representative trial, the initial and final gaze (red) and head (green) directions in terms of 2D angle vectors (that is, in terms of horizontal and vertical rotations from the straight-ahead direction). Everything is represented in terms of space (i.e., lab) frame. As can be seen, initial and final gaze and head directions point in quite different directions, and that both are substantially different than the straight-ahead direction (the origin).
An example trial plotted in all canonical and intermediate reference frames
This means that the saccade-target position (blue box) will be in quite different directions in space, head, and eye frames. Also note that the final gaze direction (red circle) is quite different from the saccade-target direction, reflecting the fact that the monkey was given a wide range of tolerance. This will continue to be reflected in all reference frames, so that final gaze and saccade-target positions will be different in each of the space, head and eye frames. 
C.
Home-and saccade-target positions are plotted for a single trial from an example neuron along with initial and final 2-D gaze (eye-in-space) and head directions.
Final gaze directions for the example trial in space (Gs), head (Gh), eye (Ge), and fixed-vector eye (Gv) frames, as well as intermediate reference frames on continuums between and beyond pairs of these frames. (Positions on continuums involving fixed-vector eye frame are in blue.)
Saccade-target positions for the example trial are plotted for the same reference frame continuums as B. in space frame, however, they are quite separate (as seen in the paper proper: Figure 6A ). When plotted in head frame, on the other hand, there is partial separation of these three data subsets.
This is because the initial head position tends to move part-way towards the initial, home-target position for the different trials.
The position separation of data subsets in space frame (and partial separation in head frame) means that the firing rates measured in trials in the different subsets do not interact in terms of the fitting routine in space frame, since they are distant from each other (or have reduced interaction in head frame). This has the effect of artificially reducing the PRESS value for the data plotted in space frame, and slightly reducing it in head frame. This reduction in turn biases the test used to identify the frame with the smallest PRESS as the neuron's intrinsic reference frame -biases it towards space frame and away from eye frame. This is shown schematically in A B C C When data using 3 widely-spaced home targets is used, the effect of spatial coherence on the PRESS statistic by which the intrinsic reference frame is identified (black dashed line) is contaminated by an artifact that lowers the PRESS away from eye frame (gray dashed line), producing a measured PRESS value that is suppressed for intermediate reference frames approaching space frame (black solid line). These are shown for intermediate reference frames between and beyond space and eye frame when the intrinsic reference frame (gray arrow) is ( ) space frame, ( ) halfway between space and eye frame, and ( ) eye frame. When the intrinsic reference frame is eye frame ( ), the measured PRESS has a maximum PRESS at an intermediate frame ( ) that is larger than the PRESS at either space ( ) or eye The importance of this observation lies in the ability to discriminate space frame and the other canonical (most likely eye or fixed-vector eye) frame. With the PRESS in space frame artificially lowered from its correct value (blue □) to the measured value (blue ○), the difference between the PRESS in space and eye frame is reduced, producing a statistical p-value for the test between these frames that is less significant.
A correction for this artifact was to approximate the correct space frame PRESS (which cannot be measured) using the intermediate frame maximum PRESS. This has the effect of reducing the artifact arising from the three home-target positions, and thus improves the p-value of the statistical test between space and eye frame. It is important to remember that the p-value of the t-test using this replacement space-frame PRESS will be less significant than that if the correct space-frame PRESS values were used. This correction, therefore, is conservative and produces a p-value relative to which one may say the (unmeasurable) correct p-value must be more significant.
An example of this procedure used on an actual neuron is shown in Supplementary shows the -values comparing the PRESS of all canonical frames and replacement frames with the best-fit canonical frame (target in fixed-vector eye frame). The effects of a linear gain field with coefficient 0.014 has been removed from the data prior to fitting. 
